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“ A R T  I S  T H E  O N E  T H I N G
T H A T  T R A N S C E N D S
T I M E  A N D  S P A C E . ”

 
U n k n o w n



Introduction 

Looking at human history, it is undeniable that art creations originated before financial products
such as stocks or bonds. Ancient pieces like the Bhimbetka and Daraki-Chattan petroglyphs date
back to about 700,000 BCE, and recently the world's oldest painting (44,000 years old) has been
sold for millions of dollars.

Regardless of the centuries, our common history has always been influenced and shaped by "art",
considered in the sense of everything that has been created by a human hand with the intention
of sharing visual, sonorous, olfactive, gustative and intangible emotions. Of course, one would
argue that some artists are better than others, but, in the end, artistic beauty is a matter of
perspective since even  relatively "simple  bananas  stuck  on  a  wall" at Art Basel have been sold
for hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Art therefore encompasses a large part of our lives and, therefore, it is quite difficult to determine
precisely the overall market capitalization of the art sector on the basis of what is considered art:  
indeed, there is a wide range of applied arts and fine arts, ranging from traditional sculptures and
paintings to film,  to photography, graphic design, animation and even video games.

Despite this territorial fragmentation and the opacity specific to the art sector, coupled with the
ease for everyone to produce a work of art, it is considered that the global valuation of the
industry oscillates between 70 and 800 billion dollars (cf. Figure below: "Average Sales of art
worldwide from 2017 to 2019, by sector").

Finally, if we take a closer look, our common history has been shaped by a series of masterpieces
reflecting the specific tendencies of various periods of our civilization, often leaving art in the
hands of the thought of a certain elite. This is where Blockchain and decentralization usefully
come in, transcending the conventional limits of creation and participation in the art world,
opening up access to a larger audience of people.
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Figure: Average Sales of art worldwide from 2017 to 2019, by sector
(Source: UBS: Art Basel)

Whilst the art industry often appears to be quite centralized, Art Can Die tackles this paradigm by
applying a DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization) as an innovative solution to foster
secure decentralized and democratized access to the art world, and imposes itself as a
sophisticated ecosystem pursuing a high-quality curation of the art industry. 
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What is Art Can Die “DAO”?

Art Can Die DAO is an innovative decentralized ecosystem for engaging in the art world. By
leveraging the power of Blockchain, DeFi, tokenization, NFTs, DAOs, and cryptocurrencies, we offer
Investors, Artists, and Crypto users a modern and efficient way to participate in the creation,
financing, and promotion of exceptional art projects. Artists get financed, the DIE community sees
the value of Art Can Die Coins increase on the secondary market and timeless art emerges.

“DIE” is born to help artists get efficient financing without losing their creative autonomy, and to
offer art lovers, crypto enthusiasts, and small to large investors a perfect blockchain-based
solution for investing in handpicked artwork & saving the real Art. 

Thanks to Art Can Die, artists are not required anymore to be both creators and businessmen
and can dedicate 100% of their time to artwork. Unknown and famous artists enjoy greater
opportunities to showcase and finance their art creation via an international audience of
investors, all with the same efficiency of sales as for blue-chip artwork.

How does the DAO function?  

Definition of concepts: blockchain technology, smart contracts, tokenization

According to IBM, blockchain is “a shared, immutable ledger that facilitates the process of
recording transactions and tracking assets in a business network. An asset can be tangible (a
house, car, cash, land) or intangible (intellectual property, patents, copyrights, branding).
Virtually anything of value can be tracked and traded on a blockchain network, reducing risk and
cutting costs for all involved. Blockchain network can track orders, payments, accounts,
production and much more. And because members share a single view of the truth, you can see
all details of a transaction end-to-end, giving you greater confidence, new efficiencies and
opportunities”. Blockchain is also defined by Computer World as follow: “based on a peer-to-peer
(P2P) topology, blockchain is a distributed ledger technology (DLT) that allows data to be stored
globally on thousands of servers – while letting anyone on the network see everyone else's entries
in near real-time. That makes it difficult for one user to gain control of, or game, the network”. 

By eliminating the need of a third party and intermediary in a user's transaction, blockchain
redefines the way we perceive money, transaction, value and trust.

According to Investopedia, smart contracts are “self-executing contract with the terms of the
agreement between buyer and seller being directly written into lines of code. The code and the
agreements contained therein exist across a distributed, decentralized blockchain network. The
code controls the execution, and transactions are trackable and irreversible” and permit “trusted
transactions and agreements to be carried out among disparate, anonymous parties without the
need for a central authority, legal system, or external enforcement mechanism” ; smart contract
technology (set or rules stored on the blockchain executed automatically to speed up
transactions) will be implemented in the Art Can Die system (eg. the transfer of raised funds will
be operated directly between buyer and seller via smart contracts or, the valorization of artwork,
the definition of sale specifications, the percentage of profits for artists on future sales, the digital
certification, …).

According to a Ersnt and Young 2020 report, the process of tokenization “creates a bridge
between real-world assets and their trading, storage and transfer in a digital world. The
corresponding basis 
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Fungibility is “the ability of a good or asset to be readily interchanged for another of like kind”
(eg. fiat money), according to Investopedia ; 

Non-fungible tokens (or NFTs) are “cryptographic assets on blockchain with unique
identification codes and metadata that distinguish them from each other. Unlike
cryptocurrencies, they cannot be traded or exchanged at equivalency. This differs from
fungible tokens like cryptocurrencies, which are identical to each other and, therefore, can be
used as a medium for commercial transactions” (Investopedia). 

is built by using the Blockchain technology. In the most abstract form, tokenization converts the
value stored in tangible or intangible objects into a token that usually can be manipulated along
a DLT/Blockchain system”. Almost any asset, either real (paintings, diamond, stocks) or virtual
(copyrights, brand, crypto kitties) can be tokenized into digital token.

Finally, it is worth noted that it is possible to tokenize assets, whether fungible or not:

Art Can Die leverages the power of this marvelous tokenization process to transcend art market’s
classical limitations and to offer its stakeholders a faster, easier and safer way to make
transactions, which in turn, results in an increase of the global art market demand and liquidity
(notably induced by the suppression of third party and undue intermediary control). 

Concrete application to Art Can Die DAO 

DIE DAO takes full advantage of Blockchain (that enables the unalterable certification of
ownership, storage, and transfer of -digital- assets without requiring third-party involvement or
intermediary control such as banks, notaries, central authorities) and the process of tokenization
to convert fine art creation – paintings, TV series, movies, music records, sculptures – into digital
assets (NFTs) ; which contribute to give back to users and investors their full autonomy as well
as guaranteeing the security of transactions, the reduction of costs, and the increase of assets
liquidity. Transactions are flawlessly peer-to-peer and fully decentralized. DIE members enjoy
great opportunities to make a profit on the secondary market trading as well as to deal with the
prosperous world of NFTs, whether through rewards that will be earned in regularly organized
events, or through the redirection of the benefits/profits of the sale of exceptional art creations in
the DAO and, finally, to earn considerable power and benefits thanks to their staking of DIE tokens
in the DAO. 

   Figure: Art Can Die DAO, Source: DAC
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To pursue this decentralized vision of individual freedom and in order to transcend legal hurdles,
DIE Coin is of a “utility” nature and shall not be confused with any financial instrument. In this
regard, DIE tokens bring original perks to its users, such as “consultancy rights” (DIE community
can have an impact on the projects by voting on the Art Director’s proposals) and “requesting
rights” (DIE community can ask to organize special fundraising events).  

Based on their staking volume, DIE token holders will also be able to progressively govern further
aspects of the DIE ecosystem – like DIE reserve and non-profit management. 

For privacy needs – even though blockchain nature is of total transparency – Art Can Die will
reserve some adequate adjustments like anonymization.

All this reflects Art Can Die's vision of connecting more people to the art world, while optimizing
liquidity of the global art and cryptocurrency market – since DIE will be tradable on centralized
(CEXs) and decentralized exchanges (DEXs).
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"Utility" token, which as such does not represent shares, but gives owners access to the DAO
and ecosystem, fundraising and secondary market trading on exchanges; 

"Multichain presence" allowing DIE token to function on Ethereum (ERC20) and Binance Smart
Chain (BEP20). Thanks to a cross-chain bridge, users are able to transfer their tokens
between ETH and BSC as they please.

Ethereum network (ETH) supports smart contracts and various blockchain
implementations . It has a great popularity among crypto users, imposing itself as the
second largest market capitalization after Bitcoin.

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) works with multiple crypto tokens and blockchain wallets. It is
increasingly popular because BEP20 token standard uses the same functions as ERC20
standard, with additional benefits such as lower transaction fees;

Compatible with all stakeholders involved in the art industry, from the artist to the gallery. 

Access to and governance of the DAO and respective future DeFi – Staking – NFTs – Oracle
convergence – Metaverse

DIE specifications

Art Can Die Token (ticker $DIE) can be defined as an access and governance tool for the DAO
that inherits the following characteristics:

Tokenomics

It is important to emphasize that Art Can Die (DAO) is a community driven project that has been
made by and for the art community, but also to the benefit of crypto users – whether enthusiasts
or experts – as well as for everyone since Art concerns us all. Together they form the “DIE
community” for whom Art Can Die is committed to a “know the product, understand the value
and foster excellence” perspective assuring the sustainability of the DIE ecosystem.

DIE tokenomics are built on a scarcity model based on its total supply of 21 million tokens.
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Token distribution

Tokens for sale (35% - 7,350,000) collected amount will be used to implement, secure, and
develop Art Can Die ecosystem and projects (eg. NOIR TV show, Everest ascension, and
famous paintings exhibition); the future valorization of DIE will reflect our business activity,
supported by our projects that are as attractive as they are exceptional.

Network Rewards: Art Can Die DAO is conceived on the premise of building a strong
community of artists and art lovers that believe in the importance of decentralized funding of
exceptional artists with exceptional creations. For this reason, DIE community must be
rewarded accordingly: 

Artists (20% - 4,200,000): for upcoming and established artists that support DIE
ecosystem.

Staking & Liquidity (15% - 3,150,000): rewards for DIE members who stake their $DIE
tokens. 

DAO (6% - 1,260,000): incentives for participating in the DAO that ensures the sustainable
development of DIE project.

Marketing (6% - 1,260,000): airdrops, bounties and unique promotional events of DIE will
increase general adoption and acceptance within the crypto communities. 

Team & Advisors (10% - 2,100,000) serves as an incentive for the team members and
advisors’ quality work and achievement. In this regard, to sustain and foster the development
of Art Can Die, the team will have to observe a 1 year “Cliff period” combined with a
predetermined release of their tokens on a ratio of 10% per month after the cliff period;
accordingly, advisors will only grab control of 10% of their tokens after listing and, then, they will
observe a 1-month cliff period, after which only 10% of their tokens will be put at their disposal
each month. 

Reserve (8% - 1,680,000) to use in priority to support liquidity after the fundraising
campaigns. Also, reserve funds will help boosting art related initiatives over the life cycle of
the DAO.
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Use of funds

Token sales funds are dedicated to developing and fostering the Art Can Die ecosystem
(creation, installation, and maintenance of the DAO, the Metaverse, “R&D and Tech” (24%), and
“Operations” (15%)) as well as the exceptional “art projects" (30%). 

Furthermore, the raised funds will help boosting DIE visibility and acceptance in the crypto sphere
through efficient “Marketing” and establishment of prosperous “Partnerships” (20%). Last but not
least, a part of the funds will be used for “legal” costs (4%) and to act in “worthy causes/non-
profit” (2%) – DIE community votes will point the direction to follow.
 
For security purposes, DIE “reserve” (5%) will be controlled by a Multisig.
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Readiness of the market and art projects (“time to Action”)

The art industry is often described as an illiquid and heavily localized industry. Not only from the
perspective of artists following their respective cultural traditions but also in terms of access to
certain objects solely sold in elite circles and for investment purposes. Additionally, acquiring art
requires a great amount of paperwork, tremendous storage, transportation, and insurance costs
(eg. shipping a regular painting from Denver to New York, can cost to $2,500). Sure, art galleries
and auctions urgently aim to significantly reduce the pain points by implementing enhancing
structures. But especially the maintenance and custody of art is something even the most
ambitious minds within the industry can only limit to a certain extent.

Theft is another constant threat to buyers and aficionados. In 1990 for instance, artwork worth
more than $500 million were stolen at the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum in Boston, often
referred to as the largest-value theft ever. In line with the degree of criminal activity, forgery of
artwork is omnipresent: In 2011 for example, a painting believed to be from the 17th century was
sold through an auction at renowned Sotheby's for about $11 million. Only in 2016 it was
discovered that the painting had been synthetically modified, thus morphing it into a forged
piece instead of a valuable historical representation. 

Besides, as previously mentioned, mostly high net worth individuals dominate this special market.
The relatively rare funds-market is strongly dominated by Chinese institutions. Therefore, broad
access to retail investors is often denied and barely ever granted. Moreover, physical meetings
are usually needed to conduct business. Especially now during the COVID-19 pandemic this
aspect is of particular importance, due to the substantial dependence of trading value on the
physical presence at galleries or auctions. A general lack of standardization in determining prices
of certain objects and the process of transactions are causing significant liquidity issues for the
industry. Last but not least, a lack of transparency is caused by the chronically present gray
areas and the stunningly large black market used to trade artwork below the radar of authorities
and rule-abiding collectors. 

These latter aspects explain why the art industry is still lacking behind from becoming a true
asset class and why one would argue the art market has definitely not yet enough merged with
the all-encompassing digital economy we are gradually steering into. And this is exactly why a
specific technology is best suited for the needs of this industry: the “blockchain technology”, that
comes with all its benefits and derivations such as the tokenization and the revolutionary “NFTs”.
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In light of the above, timing is perfect to leverage the power of blockchain, NFTs and crypto to
redefine the rules of the global art market and to share its fruits with a greater audience.

Art Can Die current art projects

To start its revolution of the art world, Art Can Die organizes decentralized fundraisings to support
10 exceptional art projects (see www.artcandie.com/resources : “DIE - Pitch Art Creations”).

All the art projects will be listed in the DIE metaverse ecosystem and unique art gallery once the
ecosystem goes live.
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  Figure: Size of the blockchain technology market worldwide from 2018 to 2025
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Metaverse

A world beyond borders with more time for oneself, both for leisure and work.

Since the invention of the Internet, human interaction has become increasingly virtual; many
social and business relationships are currently conducted online. This has led to a change in
behavior and culture in terms of what is considered normal and acceptable. Following this logic,
people will spend more and more time in the metaverse for both idleness and work. 

Art Can Die has decided to leverage Web3 technologies to add a new layer on how to engage in
the art world. But what is a “Metaverse”? It’s an alternate digital reality or a new web of shared
virtual spaces in constant evolution, which unlock new kinds of economies and ways for
experiencing the art, without middlemen and yet with a more democratized access to valuable
artworks. In a nutshell, the metaverse is a place where people can go to find the games, music,
films, and art they like, as well as emotions, all brought together in a single immersive experience.

Art Can Die DAO will do its utmost efforts to increase the exposure of its art community to the
metaverse by partnering up with museums, art galleries, auction houses and other DAOs. This will
foster its ecosystem and will give artists a new gateway to commercialize their art. Imagine DIE
members hosting their own events, connecting with multiple NFT collectors and other metaverse
users based on a system that guarantees authenticity without the hurdles of shipping, insurance,
storage and legal costs of transporting physical art. The metaverse revolutionizes the way people
experience art while removing middlemen and democratizing the access to valuable artworks.
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Stakeholders

DAO MEMBERS

They collaboratively share the purpose of maintaining a sustainable art ecosystem. For doing so,
they are allowed in a certain extent to react on some proposals concerning the governance of
the ecosystem. Together with the council, which make decisions, the members steer the DAO.
Within the DAO, there are various incentive-mechanisms that promote the rewarding of proactive
contribution.

ARTISTS

Art creators are the most obvious stakeholders of the art market. For this reason, DIE put great
efforts to facilitate the showcasing and selling of these creators of inspiration and well-being
through DIE platform (DAO) (artists will be able to easily organize financing off their artwork, to
gain exposure and reputation, to value their art or to plan future sales of their artwork, ...).
 

COLLECTORS

By using DIE solution, collectors enjoy easy and secure access to international fine art, whether to
purchase it in the form of NFTs. Collectors also benefit from special features such as priority
purchasing, or premium selling of their collections on DIE platform. By engaging in more frequent
art trade than usual, collectors concur in the increasing of the global art market liquidity and the
Art Can Die Coins value.

GALLERIES

Since demand for art is correlated to the efficiency of art galleries, we implement strong synergy
with physical art galleries, but also serve as an online art gallery.

CURATOR

In specific cases, or at the expressed demand of the DIE community, art expertise will confer
authenticity and credibility to chosen art creation. 
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Roadmap

NOV 2021

Whitepaper

Nov-Feb 2022

Token sales

Q1 2022

Listing on
CEXs and

DEXs
 

FROM 2021

DIE art
projects and

NFTs

Q1 2022

DAO

2022

Metaverse

This roadmap is built on the current state of the art market. In the event of changes, Art Can Die
is prepared to adapt its business model accordingly. 
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$0.2

$DIE

PRESALE
NOVEMBER 2021

3 MILLION TOKENS FOR SALE

 $500 MINIMUM
 $50,000 MAXIMUM TO BUY

4-MONTH MANDATORY CLIFF PERIOD

GRADUAL RELEASE OF PURCHASED TOKENS:
10% AT LISTING,
THEN 25% VESTING/MONTH

$0.4

$DIE

PUBLIC SALE
FEBRUARY 2022

4.35 MILLION TOKENS FOR SALE

 $100 MINIMUM
 $25,000 MAXIMUM TO BUY

NO CLIFF 

NO VESTING
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Jean-Marc GOOSSENS
 

Founder & President
International attorney at law specialized in

Blockchain and Crypto. Founder of
4Blockchainers.

Gaël BOVEN
 

Founder & Vice-president
International attorney at law specialized in

Blockchain, Crypto and AI. Founder of
4Blockchainers.

Art Can Die team

Dr Keir FINLOW-BATES
 

Blockchain Expert
PhD in mathematics and education,

Blockchain researcher, author and prolific
software technology inventor.

Wayn TRAUB
 

Founder & Art Director
Internationally recognized artist, director,

composer, master’s in history of Arts,
specialized in modern art, cinema, and

performing arts, and Art collector.

Quentin HERBRECHT
 

Chief Advisor
Internationally recognized token sales

advisor, serial investor. Founder and CEO of
Markchain agency.

Badr BOUSSABAT
 

AI Specialist
Bestselling author, Speaker, TV Columnist,

Economist and Political Scientist. President of
AI TOGETHER.

https://be.linkedin.com/in/badr-boussabat-84b243a8
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jean-marc-goossens-873a9b14/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ga%C3%ABl-boven-5a00a029/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/keirf
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wayn-traub-545214142/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marketing-blockchain/
https://be.linkedin.com/in/badr-boussabat-84b243a8


Conclusion
 
 

“We are unleashing the power of new technology
to unlock the limited options of the classical art world.”

Art Can Die’s mission is to optimize transparency, liquidity, accessibility, and ease of the
global art market by means of Blockchain, DeFi, DAOs, NFTs and crypto.

Upcoming and established artists enjoy greater opportunities to finance and showcase
their artwork via an international audience of investors.
 
Investors, Art lovers and Crypto enthusiasts trade art more efficiently, influencing the global
art market and increasing the potential of profits on the secondary market trading.

Art stakeholders’ experience is sublimed.

Thanks to Art Can Die, Artists get financed, the Community sees the value of DIE Coins
increase and timeless Art emerges.
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Legal compliance and Disclaimer

The information set forth in this document (Whitepaper or WP) is given without any guarantee of
preciseness or completeness and shall not be considered as exhaustive. None of the information or
analyses in this WP is intended to provide an adequate basis for an investment decision. This document
does not constitute a contractual offer, nor a recommendation or invitation to make an investment in an
offering of securities in any jurisdiction. The content is not binding for future participants in the token sale as
described in this WP. All information in this WP is subject to constant change. The attainability of the goals is
linked to many external factors. Due to the uncertain evolution of blockchain technology and regulations, this
information may be changed and modified discretionary. The Art Can Die (or DIE) community does not
constitute an offer to sell, a solicitation of an offer to buy, or a recommendation of any security or any other
product or service or any other third party regardless of referenced in this whitepaper. You are solely
responsible for determining whether any membership in DIE is appropriate for you based on your personal
objectives, financial circumstances, and risk tolerance. There is no central point of address as DIE is solely
community driven and in a decentralized structure and therefore does not promise any returns.

The future DIE utility tokens are not a security, commodity, or any other kind of financial instrument. They
have no intrinsic value; it is envisioned to be a token for the speculative ecosystem. These tokens are not
intended to purchase for pure speculative reasons. Art Can Die tokens are “utility tokens” that do not
represent shares or confer rights to dividends, interests, or profits regardless of their nature, nor any right in
the decision-making process of Art Can Die. Thus, Art Can Die tokens shall not be registered under the
Securities laws of any country. Accordingly, the offering of Art Can Die tokens on an exchange/trading
platform shall not be considered as having the consequence to change the legal qualification of the Art
Can Die tokens. The sale of Art Can Die tokens is final and non-refundable. The future token is envisioned to
be based on the Ethereum Blockchain. Any malfunction, flaws, breakdown or abandonment of the Ethereum
Blockchain may have a material adverse effect on the Company’s plan contained in this WP.

Art Can Die and its subsidiaries shall not be deemed as an advisor in any legal, tax or financial matters, nor
as a registered broker. All the Company provides is purely for guidance, informational and educational
purposes. The full functionality of the Company’s proposed ecosystem and future tokens is not yet
complete, and no assurance can be provided of such completion. Full functionality may take longer than
expected. Legal authorities may take decisions or create new regulations impacting Art Can Die business. In
such event, DIE holders and users understand and accept that Art Can Die will adapt its business model,
terms, privacy policy and disclaimers. In this case, Art Can Die and its affiliates shall not bear any liability
related with any loss or damage caused by such events. Buyers and users of DIE tokens and/or products
and services acknowledge that despite Art Can Die efforts to properly manage its business and
development of its platform, there is no guarantee of achievement. There may be a fatal flaw in the
Company code, including a fatal flaw in the Company’s proposed ecosystem, future token, the platform,
and any other proposed Company operation. Company, the proposed ecosystem, and the future token
may fundamentally change as the circumstances develop and as the Company adjusts.

No information in this WP is intended to advise you personally concerning the nature, potential, value or
suitability of any particular cryptocurrency or any other matter. There is also no guarantee that the
Company will deliver on the contents set forth in the Whitepaper. The development or deployment of the
Company’s proposed ecosystem and future token may fail, be abandoned or delayed for a number of
reasons, including lack of funding, lack of commercial success or prospects, or for any internal or external
cause. Information contained in this WP may be outdated and is obtained from sources believed to be
reliable. DIE buyers and users are considered having sufficient experience in the blockchain/crypto sphere to
perfectly understand the risks here related. If needed, they shall seek professional advice. Any person
interested in purchasing or using Art Can Die Coins and/or services who do not accept or understand
above risks should refrain to act related to. Art Can Die will not be liable or responsible for any loss or
damage in this regard or caused in reliance upon information contained in the WP. It is the sole
responsibility of buyers and users of Art Can Die Coins and/or services to verify compliance with the laws to
which they are subject at any time, particularly legal restriction that may impeach them from participating
in the token sale. The latest version of WP is available at the official website.
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